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Abstract— Internet of things involves network of Nodes (sensors, Actuators, fog, cloud etc). Sensor node is a small in size, 

computing power and storage capacity is less. Due to this nature of Sensor the security module is not incorporated in it. So IoT 

Nodes has more scope for the Intruders, to attack the systems by using this weak connection of Nodes. Lot of research work has to 

do in this area, to establish a secure connectivity among various IoT nodes. While accomplishing the secure connectivity of things in 

IoT, need to consider all the security parameters like (confidentiality, authentication, integrity, etc.). The existing techniques/ 

Algorithms for secure connectivity of devices are not developed for nodes that which used in an IoT technology and not deal with 

all security parameters. This paper addressed the various existing secure connectivity techniques with advantages and 

disadvantages, that which is used to direct Research towards development of secure connectivity Techniques for IoT nodes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 Internet of things is a large network which is inter 

connected with Things/ Objects that which are surrounded 

up in our daily life by using sensors, etc. Sensors have 

major capability like sensing and processing [1]. The 

designing of IoT network is challenging due to dynamic 

topology, Self organization, due to less energy, Multi node 

connection, etc., most of the sensors may have very low 

precession power etc. to coverage. They need to develop 

an efficient coverage algorithm with security. The major 

tools to provide security is cryptography by using to 

approach of public key and secrete key [4]. By using the 

automated network access elements and security elements, 

connectivity techniques reduce to enter the initial 

configuration parameter at one side. This can be achieved 

by “eNodeB”. The “eNodeB” is a radio access network to 

acquire the auto connection server and initial parameters 

from DHCP [2]. 

 

 By using traditional standards we facilitate the 

link layer for the mobility purpose. It has drawbacks like 

there is no dynamic scheme [5]. Many of IoT nodes/ 

Devices, Uses 6LoPAN/802.15.4, which is not good for 

high level of mobility without adding an extra hardware 

[6].  Nodes must not disturb user’s daily life and may be 

small, need to communicate with standards protocols. This 

provides interoperability to extend the battery life by using 

low power [6]. 

 

 In the context of public safety IoT nodes 

communication needs to be autonomous with the data can 

efficiently processed [7]. Internet of things uses concepts 

like machine to machine communication, Wireless sensor 

networks and technologies like RFID, cloud computing 

etc. It has applications in diverse areas like, Healthcare 

(Remotely monitoring of patience, etc.), Smart cites 

(Pollution, Lighting, Monitoring of systems, Smart home 

(Heating, Lighting), Etc. [8]. 

 

 Many tradition algorithms will connect two users 

directly which is no true in a real world for example: 

Skype, Face book, Etc. where user can connect with his 

friends [9]. 

 

 This SDN is provided to data centers, according to 

research survey of “Growth in data centre electricity 

use2005 to 2010” data centers were consumed around 

1.3% of whole world electricity. It says that there power 

need to be concentrated, necessary to discuss some 

communication mechanisms, Security mechanisms for data 

centers [10]. 

 

 The security methods can be used in device to 

device communications to provide security for each 

connection between one device to another device, in end to 

end connection need to provide security. The relation 

between each end to end connection devices, generally we 

use TLS and DILS techniques in the internet, which is a 

mathematics technique very hard to implement [11]. 
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Fig 1: Layers of the internet of Things, Source: (Internet 

of things optical connectivity, [16]) 

 

 Internet of things is a way for transforming 

existing static internet in to a fully dynamically future 

internet. Due to this more things which use in every day 

are connectivity to a internet which needs more security for 

the connectivity of IoT devices [12].  IoT is essential to 

concentrate on both hardware and software attacks for the 

connectivity.  One of the attack is warm hole attack. This 

damages the route mechanism in a wireless sensor 

network. Due to this, WSN will become a anisotropic 

sensor network, Which leads to security threats [13].  

 

 IoNT [Internet of Nano – Things] is a new 

paradigm, which is use to connect in an internet, that uses 

to connect molecular communication for various 

conditions on IoNT environment. IoNT first use to define 

internet connection of Nano things by using individual 

Nano things can perform Sensing, Computing, 

Communication, Actuators, etc. in a network to achieve the 

user goals [15]. 

 
Fig 2:  IoT based smart environment 

 

   Optical technology also plays a role in IoT, Which 

is the connectivity based technology with network 

intelligence etc. [16]. Rapid growth of physical things can 

be connected to  internet with the help of sensors, 

Actuators, which can share information effectively, which 

leads to the smart  environment. Several research work 

need to do, to integrate the IoT nodes to an internet for 

Smart Home, Smart Industry, etc. The various 

communication techniques that used in smart environment 

are tabulated in Table 1. 

Table I Comparison of communication technologies used 

in smart environment [17]. 

 
 The next section in this paper is organized as, in 

section [II] discussed about literature survey on various 

secure techniques for IoT, in section [III] concluded the 

paper and discussed on future scope. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

 In paper [4] presents a detail approach that which 

is used to provide secure network connectivity called 

single randomly selected key. In this approach we need to 

randomly distribute the many encryption keys. Then need 

to discover the required nodes to assign the distributed 

keys. Once the node key identified and keys allocation to it 

is done, the sensor communication is established among 

those nodes by using symmetric encryption. The 

simulation is carried out in NS2 stimulator to obtain the 

results. The result shows that the presented approach is 

good to compare to existing Diffie – Hellman key 

exchange algorithm. 

 

 In this paper [2] presents auto connectivity for the 

network by providing security with network elements 

approach by maintaining the mutual understanding, 

maintenance, Operation, Administration server and 

network elements. In this approach we need to initially 

setup on IP configuration for basic connectivity. Then 

mutual understanding with auto connectivity  server can be 

establish a sensor communication, after completing the 

auto connection server setup to identify the site and we 

register the hard work id, Finally we establish a secure 

connection with algorithm manager. 

 

 In [4] secure coverage algorithm is proposed by 

using virtual source algorithm [Improved genetic 

algorithm].  In this algorithm initially it takes the sensor 

location, number of generations, Population size, Mutation 

and recombination, Probability as input. The output 

generates the best sensor location. The stimulation was 

done in MATLAB 7.0 and provides that virtual force 

algorithm is best in terms of secure connectivity in 

coverage network. 

 

 The objective of [5] is to allow services and 

entities to use a nodes in an IoT with an automatically and 

dynamically by using symmetric procedures etc. The work 

proposed in this paper is an independence media approach. 

By using media independence techniques and with 

enhancements of IEEE 802.2 standards show that it has 

good performance in terms of connectivity. The proposed 

frame work is explained with scenarios like distance 

situations earthquake. 

 In this paper [6] proposed an architecture for an 

IoT, architecture consists of some nodes uses the (SOA) 

and protocols. Which increase more mobility and 

experiments was performed and tests proved that 

architecture is executing solution to achieve high 

performance in sensors and actuators environments. 

 

 In paper [7] discusses about the public safety 

problem in terms of connectivity and security. By using 

device to device communication approach and user 

equipment based connectivity, which allows a direct 

communication between nodes, the security is provided by 

using the sharing encryption keys. 

 

 Jorge Granjal et al, performed Survey analysis on 

existing mechanism and protocols for secure 

communication in IoT and present some open research 

challenges. For future research in this area discussed the 

protocol tags and various protocols like IEEE 802.15.4, 

IEEE 802.15.4e, 6LoWPAN, Ipv6, ROLLRPL, CoRE 

COAP, etc. And discussed the security requirements for 

communications like integrating, Authentication, Non 

reputation, etc. Discussed the various security nodes of 

IEEE 802.15.4 standards and discussed how to provide 

security for each and every layer of an IoT protocols. 

Finally discusses the open research challenges for secure 

communication in IoT. [8]. 

 

 In this paper [9] presents a group key agreement 

for a local connectivity, were the user can know his 

neighbors by using the connectivity approach. Here 

individual users can initially communicate independently 

by using their own key allotted by centralized controller. 

This technique is very useful for  network applications. 

Compare to analysis of existing traditional protocol and 

proposed protocol is presented with connectivity graph and 

proved that security is efficient way. The efficiency of 

proposed algorithm proved in communication cost, 

Communication complexity and round complexity. 

 

  This paper [10] presents a software define 

network based middle ware security frame work to provide 

security for define data centers. Software define network is 

a major issue is a new paradigm for an IoT, need to do lot 

of research work. The management and services layer 

architecture SDN was show in fig 3 [1]. 
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Fig 3:  Management and service architecture of SDN 

(Source: Middleware security frame work for next 

generation data centers connectivity) 

 

  This paper [11] presents importance of an Iot, 

different IoT applications, connectivity on IoT nodes by 

using different standards about the components in 

protocols stack, some issues like security and privacy, Etc. 

This paper presents [12] a time reversal approaches by 

using digital signal processing which provide 

heterogeneous connectivity in IoT nodes, presented a 

difference between existing and proposed existing Time 

Reverse approach technique by using the simulations 

shows better performance. 

 

 This paper [13] presents a detection method for a 

household attacks in a node connectivity of detecting it 

optimizers the outing. The field theoretic analysis was 

discussed with the help of simulation. The proposal 

method was verified and approved as good methods in 

terms of localization accuracy. 

 

 This paper [14] presents a model of defect the 

failures and repairs it. And discussed about the system, 

Performance, Availability models and presents the 

illustration for the proposed models and the results proved 

that high performance in terms of failures and repairs for 

LTE technology. 

 

 This paper [15] studies the important Nano things, 

how it plays a role in IoT different related works on IoNT 

same Mattel simulations and the results and discussions in 

terms of the connectivity of a network. 

 This paper [16] discussed various optical 

technologies. That plays a role in IoT network users on 

optimal networks band width, Networking intelligence, 

Image sensing, Etc. and discussed some layers in IoT, 

Finally discussed about optical technology in IoT and 

various IoT applications than the users optimal technology. 

 

 This paper [17] studies an IoT based smart 

applications, the taxonomy of environment and the open 

research challenges. The taxonomy of IoT is showed in fig 

4. The different entities like communication enablers, 

network types, Technologies, LAN standards, objectives, 

characteristics is clearly mentioned in the taxonomy in IoT. 

Discuss smart environment like smart industries, etc. 

Discuss some open challenges like security & privacy, 

Procession, Investment, Compression, Etc. In this paper 

discussed the benefits, Architecture, Drawbacks, Design 

and current going work of HIP(Host identity protocal) and 

discuss some problems like with solutions like “lose of 

universal connectivity, Support for multi- hosting and 

mobility, Multi cast problem and lack of privacy, 

Authentication, Accountability and traffic and discussed 

about format of control packet for HIP, Etc. 

 

 In this paper [18] present a model called dual 

connectivity to ensure the security for long time evaluation 

(LTE). In this model two evolve node B is used one of the 

node is to maintain and other to control the management of 

radio resources which is called as master ELVB and the 

secondary nodes, due to control other “e Node B”. This 

nodes model needs to secure connectivity among the nodes 

based upon the trust. 

 
Fig 4: IoT- based Smart Environments Taxonomy 

Source: Internet of things- Based Smart environment: 

State of the art, Taxonomy and open challenges [17]. 
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III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

 Due to rapid growth of IoT, many of Things from 

various discipline are connecting to an internet .To connect 

trillions of things to internet needs to develop on 

connectivity techniques with security in IoT. The existing 

connectivity techniques are not designed for an IoT. It is 

necessary for the IoT researches to develop secure 

connectivity techniques for an IoT. 

  

 In this paper, various connectivity techniques with 

security is discussed to connect different physical things 

which are surrounded by us in daily life to an internet. 

Different smart environment like (Smart city, Smart 

industry) communication technologies, Taxonomy was 

discussed. In future work, we develop the different secure 

connectivity algorithms to ease the connectivity between 

various nodes in IoT. (For example Things – Router, 

Router – Internet, Internet – fog, Fog – cloud, etc.). 
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